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Cycle time = x mo.
Inventory turns = y
EP = z






































































Reqts to Unit Analysis: Gates -1,1,1A,2,2U,4,6U 17.3 30 2
Bus Dsn & Units: Gates 3,7, 7U&8U (bus) 10.8 20.4 10.9 6
P/L Dsn & Units: Gates 4,8,10, 7U&8U (p/l) 24.4 18.2 47.1 3
Antenna: Gates 5, 11 12.3 34.1 0.7 4
I&T: Gates 8,9,10,12,12A,13 18.8 52.8 29.1 1
Sat Ops: Gates 2A,6A,14-18 9.7 100 0 5
Programs
Spaceway 702 N/A 1
Wideband Gapfiller 702 N/A 4
Anik F2 702 N/A 3
New Skies 702
GOES 601 N/A 2
TDRS 601 N/A
Ebird 376HP N/A
JCSAT 8 601HP N/A
Galaxy 8iR 601HP N/A
Asiasat 4 601HP N/A






























10 Year Facility 
Requirements Forecast.  Lay-




Create Gated Process 
Owners that focus on 
improvements across silos, 




Create Gated Process Dollar 
Metrics with visuals 3.0 AIW Lean Overview
4 MASS Project
Implement a 
communications process for 
the Work Cells 3.0 Ray Coyle AIW Lean Overview
5 MASS Project
Create Process based vs 
project based Work Cells.  
Change infrastructure 4.0 Ray Coyle AIW Lean Overview
6 MASS Project
I&T AIW Workshop for Bus 
Module Integration Phase to 
create standard work 4.0 Harold Rice AIW Lean Overview
7 MASS Project
I&T AIW Workshop for Bus 
Module Test Phase to create 
standard work 4.0 Bob Berry AIW Lean Overview
8 MASS Project
I&T AIW Workshop for 
Payload Module Integration 
Phase to create standard 4.0 Open AIW Lean Overview
9 MASS Project
I&T AIW Workshop for Bus 
Module Test Phase to create 
standard work 4.0 Marian Chao AIW Lean Overview
10 MASS Project
I&T AIW Workshop for 
Integration Phase to create 
standard work 4.0 Mike Sheets AIW Lean Overview
11 MASS Project
I&T AIW Workshop for Initial 
System Integration Test 
Phase to create standard 
work 4.0 Bob AIW Lean Overview
12 MASS Project
I&T AIW Workshop for 
Spacecraft Thermal Vacuum 
Phase to create standard 
work 4.0 ??? AIW Lean Overview
13 MASS Project
I&T AIW Workshop for 
Spacecraft Thermal Vacuum 
Bus Phase to create 
standard work 4.0 Cathi Graham AIW Lean Overview
14 MASS Project
I&T AIW Workshop for 
Spacecraft Thermal Vacuum 
Payload Phase to create 
standard work 4.0 Shawn Struc AIW Lean Overview
15 MASS Project
I&T AIW Workshop for 
Spacecraft Thermal Vacuum 
Thermal Phase to create 
standard work 4.0 Richard Warren AIW Lean Overview
16 MASS Project
I&T AIW Workshop for 
Space Simulation Laboratory 
Phase to create standard 
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